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Monobloc container ISO-10-foot-1DX with 2 cabins: Men / Women + disabled 
 

MOD.  CONSI10-2C-PR-U/D/HP2 
a) Sturdy support structure of bent aluminum profiles (alloy 6082) and/or molded 

profiles welded into the joints to form a self-supporting monobloc shelter, 
equipped with ISO corner blocks and positioned according to ISO-10 foot-standard 
dimensions 

b) Transportable with all compatible systems for standard ISO containers and/or 
ordinary vehicles with suitable anchorage. 

c) Access platforms and stairs completely made of aluminum and removable from the 
structure. 

d) Stainless-steel floor with non-slip surface on water-repellent multilayer wood base. 
e) Galvanized gratings flush with floor recessed stainless steel drainage channels for 

optimum cleaning of the interior. 
f) Partition walls made of insulated aluminum panels and/or lacquered laminate 

without retaining profiles, therefore perfectly disinfectable. 
g) External walls lined with sandwich panels made of double 1+1mm thick painted 

aluminum sheet and 40mm thick polyurethane insulation. 
h) Exterior windows made of aluminum profiles and "polycarbonate glazing", as well 

as anti-panic push bar on the doors. 
i) Separate access for each individual cabin. 
j) Installation of an awning or veranda possible to cover the access area (on request). 
k) Exterior paint (with RAL colors) and labeling according to customer requirements. 

1. Power supply from external 220V mains via protected CEE plug. 
2. Internal electrical control box for external branches and distributions to various 

users such as lighting and sockets with safety devices in accordance with applicable 
regulations. 

3. Earthing system with connection and relative piles. 
4. Internal corner area for control box and system control accessories with 

corresponding leads and distributions. 
5. two separate cabins, each equipped with: 

➢ Men's compartment: From the front door of the cabin, the toilet area is 
distinguished by a toilet bowl and cistern and various accessories. On a vertical 
partition are attached the sink and the mirror. 

➢ Compartment for ladies and the disabled: Next to the entrance there is a 
specially shaped sink and grab bars on the back wall and a handicapped 
accessible toilet. The same cabin is also suitable for female users. Mirrors, 
shelves, clothes hooks and other accessories are attached accordingly. 

6. Hydraulic system with external network connection, time-controlled taps, exhaust 
air system. Quick couplings and flexible pipes included. 

7. Wall fan for each cabin with automatic activation (on request). 
8. Pipes, eventual flexible tanks and sewage treatment pump (available on request 

for occasional applications) and external connection accessories for discharges. 

 

Price: ex works Gruaro (Venice), Italy 
 

1. MOD. CONSI10-2C-PR-U/D/HP2 (incl. WC and a.m. equipment): ..... €uro/pcs. _________________ + VAT 
 

 


